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BANACH *-ALGEBRA V ALUED INNER PRODUCTS 

By Younki Chae and Ilbong Jung 

1. Introduction 

W. 1. Paschke [2] investigated right modules 0γer B*-algebra B τvhich pos

sess a B-valued inner product respecting the module mapping. J. G. Bennett 
[1] studied properties of vector spaces equipped with B*-algebra valued inner 

Jlroducts. In this paper, we wiIl be obtained some properties of vector spaces 

‘ equipped with Banach 율-algebra valued inner products. 

2. N otation and PreIiminaries 

A Banach algebra A with an inγolution * satisfying Ila히1= lI all for all aεA 

'\vill be called a Banach *-algebra. Throughout this paper, A denotes a Banach 

-*-algebra with a multiple identity e and X denotes a complex linear space. A 

ds reduced if {aεA If(a*a) =0 for all pûsitive functionals f on A} = {아 • B*

‘ algebras are reduced. A is symmetrz"c if the inverse (e+a*a) -1 exists in A for 

all aεA. A is symmetric if and only if 一 a*a is quasi-regular in A for all 

aεA. If A is reduced, then A is symmetric ([3] Corollary, p266, and II Pro 

position, p.303). All algebras and linear spaces are those over the complex 

field ç. It is assumed that all algebras possess a multiple identity e. 

3. A-valued inner product spaces 

DEFINITION 3. 1. X will be called an A-valued z"nner product space if it is 

‘ equipped with a map <','> : XxX-• A such that 

(i) <',' > is linear in the first entry, 
(ii) <x, X> 르0， i. e. <X, x> is a positive element of A , for all xεX. 

(ii i) <x, y> = <y.x>*. forallx.y드X. 

The ma p <'.' > is an A -val ued ùuzer prodμct on X 

Supp:>se J is a -><--sllbalgebra of a symmetric Banach *-algebra A and define 

<x.y> =y*x for x， y든1. Then J is an A-γalued inner product space. Suppose 

] is a *-subalgebra of a *-algebra A, B is a Banach *-algebra, and φ :A-• B 

is a positive operator (i. e. φ is linear and φ(a*a) 르0， for all aεA) with φ(a*) 
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=φ(a)*， for all aεA. Define <a, b> =φ(캄a) for a, bε]. Then ] is a B-valllect 

inner product space. Otherwheres, examples of such objects are numerous. 
A-valued inner product <','> is a conjugate linear in the second entry. The 
conditions of A-valued inner product space are independent of each other. 

An A-valued inner product space X will be called definite if <x, x> =0 only 

if x=O. 1n general, A-valued inner product spaces are not necessarily definite. 
Hence we may consider the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose A is reduced and X is an A-valued ùmer prodχct 

space. Let N be tlze set of elements x in X sμch that <x, x> =0. Then N is the" 

lz"near subspace of X , and the quoNent space X/N forms a definite A-νalμed 

inner product space. 

PROOF. Let f be a positive functional on A. A map (x,y)-• f( <x, y>) de

fines a pseudo-inner product on X. By Cauchy Schwarz-inequality, f( <x+y. 

x+y> )=0, for x,yEN. Since A is reduced, <x+y, x+y> =0, for x, yεN. 

Hence N is a linear subspace of X. Define <x+N, y+N> = <x, y> , for x, 

yεN. Then <','> is well-defined, and it is a definite A-valued inner product. 

2 Let X be a complex linear space (j;" with coordinate vector operations. Let 

A be the algebra of all matrices of the form 

with αεfI， ßE프fI. Define 
α ， β 

o . a 

α ， ß 

o , α 

.ß\용 /α . "ß 
=1α1 + 1 ß 1 and [" , ,- 1 = 

o .α/ \o .α • 

Then it is well-known that A is a Banach *-algebra. It is easy to show that 

A is not reduced. Define 
o . α113，， +β1감。 

<(α1. ß1)' (α?， ß?)> =( ‘ ι ι ‘ 
J.' '-.L ι ι \0 • 0 

Then X is an A -valued inner product space. We can take x, yεN with X+y풍 

N. Thus the hypothesis in 3.2. Proposition. that A is reduced, is essentiaI. 

Suppose X is an A -valued inner product space. Let P A be the set of aIl po

sitiγe functionals f on A such that f(e)<l. Define 

II x l! x=sup f( <x, x> ) 2. fEP A' 

• 
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For fEPA, x-• j( <x, x>)τ is a semi-norm on X. Hence 11. IIx is a semi-norm 

on X. When A is reduced and <','> is definite, Il-IIx is a norm on X. 

Define IIxl싸= 11 <x, x> 11 ~. Then 11. μ is not always a semi-norm on X. If A 

is a symmetric Banach *-algebra, then Ilxllx 드 IIxl내 If A is a B*-algebra, then 

IIxllx= IIxl냐. 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose A z's a symmetrz'c Banach *-algebra, and X is a1t 

A-valued inneγ prodzect space. 
2 

(i) Assμme tllat lIa I~= Ila~ll ， for all aεA. The1l 11 <x, Y> 11드 IIxllxllyllx' for all 

x， yεX. In paγticular， Ilxllx= IIxll*, for all xεX. 

(ii) Assume that A is reduced. Then <x, y> 는 <y, x> z'f and only zf f( <x. 

y>)드IIxllxllyllx' for all fEP A' 

PROOF. (i)Let x, y be elements of X. By Schwarz-inequality, If( <x, y>) 1
2 

2" ,, 2 
드f(<x， x>) f (<y, y>)드I/xll~ l/y I~， for all fl든P A' Hence If( <x, y>이드 I/ x l/ x 

lI yllx' for aII fEP A' Since A is commutative ([6J , -p262) by ([3J CoroIIary 4, 

p308) , lim l/ <x, y>n Il 1/n=Sup f( <x, y>) , where the supremum is taken over 

all indecomposable normalized positive functionals f. By the hypothesis, 1/ <x. 

y> ll =1imll <x, y>2· |11/2· =1imll <x, y>1Z||1/”드 IIxl x yli x-

(ii) The proof is obvious. 

REMARKS 3.4. (1) 3.3 Proposition (i) is not true if A fails to be the con

dition that 11씨2= lIx2 1/， for all xεA. 
(2) 3.3 Proposition (ii) is not true if the condition that A is reduced , is om

itted. 

4. A-valued inner product madules 

DEFINITION. 4. 1. An A-γalued inner product space X w iIl be called an A

valued z'1zner product modμle if it is a right A-module satisfying 

<xa, y> = <x, y>a, for all x, yEX, aEA. 

W. 1. Paschke [2J proved the foIlowing propositions for the B*-aIgebra va

lued inner product modules (pre-Hilbert B-modules). In this section, we cons

ider them in A-valued inner product modules X. 

PROPOSITION. 4.2. Suppose A z's a commutatz've Ballach *-algebra alld X is 

a1Z A-vαlχed z'1zner prodμct module. Thelz Ilxallx드 Ilxllxllall ， for all xεX， aεA. 
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PROOF. Let a be an element of A. For flεP A' let ψ be a positive functional 

on A defined by ψ(z)=f(a청a). Since ψ(하b)드 IIb샘11ψ (e) for all bεA， f(a*함ba) 

드 11 b얘Ilf(a*a) ， for all bεA. Since A is commutative, it is easy to show that 

IIxal x드 Ilallllxll x' for all xεX， aEA. 

Let B be a symmetric Banach *-algebra. Then 11하blle-함b는0， for all bεB. 

By ([1], p6) , we have 

PROPOSITION 4. 3. Suppose B is a symmetηfc Banach *-algebra, and X is en 
A-valued inner prodμct space. Then a left-module acUon of B on X satz'sfy i1zg 

<bx, y> = <x, 함y> for all x, yεX， bεB has properties that 

(i) <bx, bx>드llbl|2<x， x> , for all xεX， bEB, and 

(i i) IIbxll x드Ilbllllxllx' for all xEX, bεB. 

PROPOSITION. 4.4. Suppose A z's a reduced Banach *-algebγa and B is a cl

osed *-sμbalgebra of A. If T : B-• A is a Unear map sχch that for some K르0， 

we have T(x)션’ (x)드Kx깐， for all xεB. Then T(x)=T(e)x, foγ all xεB. 

PROOF. Define T 0 : B-• A by To(x)= {1/2(K+11T(e)ll2)} ÷ (T(x)-T(e)x)· 

Then T O(e) =0. Easy computations show that T O(x션To(x)드X츄'x. Define a pseudo

norm on A as following 

1 x 1 =SUp f(x*x) , flεPA• 

Since A is reduced, A is an A육-algebra with Ixl as an auxiliary norm ([4], 

'Corollary 4.6.10, p226). Let A be a completion of A by 1.1. Then A is a B*
algebra. Let B be a closure of B in A. Then B is a closed *-subalgebra of A. 
Since 1 T(x) 1 드K 1 x 1, T is a bounded operator w. r. t. 1.1 and T 0 is a bounded 

'operator w.r.t. 1.1. lndeed, there exists k>O such that 1 To(x) 1 드k 1 x 1 , for all 

xεB. By ([5] , 17 Theorem, p23), there exists an extension bounded operator 

T。 : E-• A of T o. Since T O is continuous, TO(x)￥TO(x)드x*x， for all xεB. By 

([2], 2.7 Propostion), To(x) = To(e)x, for all xεB. Since To(e) =0, T(x)=T 

(e)x, for all xεB. 

LEMMA 4.5. Suppose A is a symmetric and X is an A-valued z'nner product 

modμle. Then <y, x> <x, y> 드11 <y, y> 11 <x, x> , for all x， yεX. 

Suppose A isa reduced Banach *-algebra, B is a closed *-subalgebra of A, 
(X, <', '>B)' is a B-valued inner product module, and (Y, <','> A)' is a defin-

-
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.ite A-valued inner product module. Then, by 4.4 Proposition, 4.5 Lemma, and 

,( [2], 2.8 Proposition), we have 

PROPOSITION 4. 6. lf T : X-• Y is a Unear m때 Sμch that <Tx , Tx> A<<x, 
x> B' for αllxεX. Theχ T is a bounded module map. 

Suppose A is reduced, B is a closed *-subalgebra of A, (X, <',' >하， is a B

valued inner product module, (Y, <','> A)' is an A-valued inner product mo

dule, and T: X-• Y is a linear map such that <Tx , Tx> A드 <x, x> B' for 

all xεX. Assume that there exists a nonzero element f of X such that <T응， 

Tf> A = <f, f> B' Then we may be claimed that <Tx , Tf> A = <x , f> B' for 

all xεX. Let x be an element of X and t be any real number. Then we have 

t( <Tf, Tx> A十 <Tx ， Tf> A)-t( <f, x> B十 <x， f> B)< <x ,x> B- <Tx ,Tx> A' 

Since t is arbitrary, <Tf , Tx> A + <Tx, Tf> A = <흥 , x> B+ <x, f> B' It fol

lows that <Tx , Tf> A = <x , f> B' Let f be an element of P B' Then X / N f is 

a pre-Hilbert space with an inner product (x+Nf ,y+Nf)=f( <x ， y> 라， where 

.Nf = {xεXlf( <x , x>B)=아 • Let (Hf, Il-II f ) be a completion of X/Nf• Define 

.X+Nf,-•1( <x , f>B) is a well-defined linear functional on X/Nf. Since 

If( <x, f> B) 1 드 Ix+Nfllf Ilf+Nfll f’ 
there exists T(!.OEHf such thatf( <x， 흥>B) 

=(x+N!' T(!.O) and ITCf.Ollf드Ilf+Nfllf. Let Yf=y+Nf• Suppose gεPB such 

that Ig(x)1드 If(x) 1, for all xεB. Since N ζNn， x+N".-• x+N _ of X/N" into ,_ ..... g' ............ f -0'11 I ..... g '-" .......... I ... f 

X/Ng is a contractive map and extends a contractive map V Cf.g.O of Hf into 

Hg' For xEX, let V(!.g. 웅lXf) =싫. Then we have the following proposition 

by ([2] , 3. 1 Proposition). 

PROPOSITION 4.7 Let A , B, X , Y , and T be as above. Assμme that there 

exists a n01zzero element f of X such that <T용， Tf> A=<용， f> B a1zd f , gεPB 
with Ig(x) 1 드 If(x) 1, for all xEX. The1z 

V Ct. g. O(TCU)) =TCg. O. 

Kyungpook University 
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